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Been playing the game for quite a while. while it does have a bit of a learning curb the community is great and players are
always willing to help out.. Been playing Alteil since about 2009 or 2010? I forgot. Pretty good game, you can see your whole
deck from the start and place them down being mindful of your SP curve and such things. It takes practice. Dont worry about
RP and just smash faces in. Alteil Steam client is currently a work in progress but is working. Just if that sluggish response when
i try to open discord while having steam client active at same time be gone will be great. And tidalwave isn't core. :3 Basically
Tidalwave abuse got banned unless you're playing noncore :p Thus it gets a 4/5 from me.. I have been playing Altail for years
because of the excellent gameplay, fantastic music and beautiful art. If you like TCG and strategy games you should try Altail.
Pros Excellent gameplay. Fantastic music. Beautiful art. Tutorial that explains everything in a easy to understand manner It is
easier to earn cards in Alteil: Horizons in then it was in original Alteil that gosh dang card matching mini game is gone:) Cons.
An option to skip the tutorial whould be nice. There are some optimization problems which is to be expected when game has out
for less then a week. I gave Alteil: Horizons 8/10.. This game has SO MUCH potential, THE ONLY thing that isnt super is the
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size of the dev team. If the dev team was to grow, this game could be AMAZING.. Going to echo all the concerns about the
client being abysmal. The game is exceptionally laggy, and while I don't have issues running other games (Path of Exile,
Eternal--which is where my avatar is from), the client is just.ugh. As someone who played in the old days of Alteil (and was one
of its highest rated players ever), I REALLY wanted the reboot to wow me. Unfortunately, the client is extensively convoluted,
and, as I'm reading, the progression is still abysmally slow. I'm really hoping I can come back to this game ONE DAY with a
smooth, working client, and progression that actually smiles upon the vast majority of players. Unfortunately, that day hasn't yet
come, judging by other reviews, and my own experiences.. Been playing Alteil since about 2009 or 2010? I forgot. Pretty good
game, you can see your whole deck from the start and place them down being mindful of your SP curve and such things. It takes
practice. Dont worry about RP and just smash faces in. Alteil Steam client is currently a work in progress but is working. Just if
that sluggish response when i try to open discord while having steam client active at same time be gone will be great. And
tidalwave isn't core. :3 Basically Tidalwave abuse got banned unless you're playing noncore :p Thus it gets a 4/5 from me.. The
tutorial needs work. By the end, I still had no idea what SP was or how to get SP.. RIP & RIPped. Before the patch I'd be hard
pressed to reccomend the steam version to anyone. The patch has resolved the lag issues in the game and it runs smoothly now.
This game is rather unique with heavy emphasis on unit placement, resource management, mind games and being allowed access
to your entire deck from the start of the game. The games themselves have the potential to be nerve rackingly intense and
ofcourse like any good tcg/ccg the you sometimes have to pray to rngesus to bail you out.
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